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Molecular-dynamics investigation of the surface stress distribution in a Ge/Si
quantum dot superlattice
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The surface stress distribution in an ordered quantum dot superlattice is investigated using classical molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. We find that the surface stress field induced by various numbers~from 1 to 9! of Ge
islands embedded in a Si~001! substrate is in good agreement with analytical expressions based on pointlike
embedded force dipoles, explaining the tendency of layered arrays to form vertically aligned columns. The
short-ranged nature of this stress field implies that only the uppermost layers affect the surface growth and that
their influence decreases rapidly with layer depth.@S0163-1829~99!52028-6#
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Self-assembled quantum dots are promising candid
for many optoelectronic applications. However, for some
vanced devices~e.g., quantum dot lasers! larger island den-
sity is also of great importance. One way to achieve this is
depositing multiple layers of quantum dots. In the growth
these quantum dot superlattices, the first layer of dots gro
on top of a wetting film is covered by a thin capping lay
that ensures a relatively flat terrain to nucleate and gro
second layer of islands. After this second layer is formed
top of a second wetting film~which forms spontaneously in
the growth process!, a new capping layer is deposited. Th
process may be repeated several times, finally resulting
multilayer dot configuration referred to as a quantum
superlattice~QDSL!. While there is no~horizontal! spatial
ordering in the first island layer, the islands in the seco
layer prefer to nucleate above the islands of the first lay
This vertical self-ordering tendency increases as more la
are deposited, leading to vertically aligned columns of
lands.

A number of experiments have investigated this proc
of vertical self-ordering. Most of these have been perform
on InAs islands grown on a GaAs substrate~see, e.g., Ref.
1!, but other systems have been investigated as well.2 More
complicated structures have also been fabricated where
dots do not align vertically, but instead follow an fcc-crysta
like stacking sequence with a tunable dot-lattice perio3

These experiments demonstrated that the quality of al
ment depends strongly on the capping layer thickness, w
thinner capping layers yielding better vertical correlation.1 It
is also observed that in some cases the average island4

and size uniformity5 increase with the layer number.
In spite of the great experimental interest, there have o

been a few theoretical studies of vertical ordering. One a
lytic approach6 invokes pointlike embedded islands to calc
late the stress field on the surface, which determines the
ferred nucleation sites for the next island layer. This sim
model accounts both for the vertical alignment and for
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2150~4!/$15.00
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increased size uniformity. This and subsequent models7 have
demonstrated the important role the stress field of the bu
islands play in the vertical self-ordering process. Con
quently, in order to properly model and understand the f
mation of QDSLs, we have to be able to properly model
stress field of the buried islands. Most models have relied
continuum elasticity, but there is little information on ho
well these solutions describe the stress field observed in
crystals formed of discrete atoms. Our goal here is to add
this question using molecular dynamics~MD! techniques to
investigate how the surface stress is influenced by add
multiple layers of stacked island structures. Due to rec
advances in the use of massively parallel computers in la
scale simulation of many million atoms8–10 we are now able
to model systems with dimensions comparable to experim
tal ones, and also to take into account symmetry effects
the diamond lattice that were not included in the analy
approach6 or in the finite-element calculation.1 In order to
see how well stacked quantum dot systems can be app
mated by a system of pointlike dots, we compare our M
results to the analytic solution for the stress distribution
point-like dot systems. We demonstrate that by choosing
propriately the parameters in the force-dipole approximati
these analytic solutions can offer an excellent fit to the str
fields measured in the MD simulations.

We use the three-dimensional~3D! MD code, SPaSM
~scalable parallel short range molecular dynamics!,11,12 de-
signed for very large scale simulations on a variety of pa
lel computing platforms. Subsequent improvements
SPaSM, including the use of a scripting language, allow o
to visualize, filter, and analyze the huge amount of data p
duced from a simulation of millions of atoms,13 perhaps the
most challenging problem encountered in large-scale c
puter simulations.

From the wide range of experimentally studied heteroe
taxial systems in which vertical ordering was observed
choose Ge/Si~Ref. 14! for our investigations. We mode
R2150 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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pure Ge islands capped by Si layers on a Si~001! substrate.
The geometry of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Pyrami
islands are placed on top of each other, separated by
capping layer and a 4-monolayer-thick Ge wetting film. In
tially we place all Ge atoms on Si lattice sites, thus start
out with Ge islands compressed by;4% to match the Si
lattice constant. In both directions~x,y! parallel to the surface
we apply periodic boundary conditions, while we use fr
boundary conditions in the~z! direction perpendicular to the
surface. We therefore are describing a periodic array of v
tically aligned quantum dot columns.

We use the empirical Stillinger-Weber potentials for
~Ref. 15! and Ge,16 which include three-body~bond angle!
terms in addition to the usual pairwise interactions. Wh
the Stillinger-Weber potential has known difficulties in d
scribing particular surface reconstructions such as
Si(111)(737) surface,17,18 it is reasonably accurate for th
~001! surface19 and should be particularly reliable for th
coherently strained structures close to equilibrium which
considered here. The system is elastically relaxed usin
kinetic annealing algorithm in which the velocities of a
atoms are set to zero whenever the total kinetic energy of
system reaches a maximum.20 The total potential energy o
the system is monitored to determine when this relaxa
has converged. This typically takes between two thous
and ten thousand timesteps, corresponding to a few pico
onds of simulation time.

Systems with 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9 dot layers were simulat
Each Ge island has a height ofh52.8 nm and a diameter o
d511.2 nm, corresponding to approximately 5000 atoms
island. The horizontal edge-to-edge spacing between isla
wasL522.4 nm, and the vertical spacing between the isla
layers wasH54.5 nm, including aw54 monolayer~5.6 Å!
Ge wetting film thickness. The underlying Si substrate w
S517 nm thick in all simulations, and the largest simulat
system~9 dot layers! included a total of three million atoms

To calculate the local stress tensor at each atomic site
use a formulation similar to that derived by Hardy.21 Since
we are considering an equilibrium structure, the kinetic c
tribution is zero and may be ignored. For pairwise inter
tions, the stress tensor elements are computed as

Si
ab52

1

2Vi
(

j
Fi j

a r i j
b , ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic of the system geometry used in the MD sim
lation.
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where Fi j is the force on atomi due to atomj, r i j is the
internuclear vector, anda,b5x,y,z label the Cartesian com
ponents. The three-body forces may be similarly includ
since each three-body term consists of a pair of interacti
between a central vertex atomi and the neighboring atomsj
and k. Since Hardy’s original formulation is based on
course-grained rather than an atomistic resolution of stres
we are forced to introduce a necessarily arbitrary definit
of the ‘‘atomic volume’’ Vi . We take this to be the volume
of a sphere with radius equal to the distance to the nea
neighboring atom. This distance varies by less than hal
one percent over the surface, so the resulting stress tens
qualitatively unaffected by the definition chosen forVi . We
found in all cases that the off-diagonal components of
surface stress tensor~s i j , iÞ j ! and vertical componentszz
were negligible. An example of the surface stress distribut
is shown in Fig. 2 as a contour plot ofs5sxx1syy on the
surface for a single-layer system.

To investigate the stress contribution of the consecu
dot layers, Fig. 3 showss along the~110! @Fig. 3~a!# and the
(11̄0) @Fig. 3~b!# directions for various numbers of dot lay
ers. It can be seen in each plot that a prominent minim
occurs directly above the existing vertical column of do
However, while in the~110! direction there is a local maxi
mum on each side of the minimum, in the (110̄) direction no
local maximum exists. This difference can be understood
recalling that for the diamond lattice the~110! and the (11̄0)
directions are not equivalent, a symmetry effect not
counted for in previous theoretical work.1,6 Another, more
direct, demonstration that the preferential site for subsequ
deposition is directly above existing dots is obtained by m
ing a ‘‘probe’’ Ge atom across the surface, adjusting
height at each point to minimize the total energy~while
keeping the rest of the system frozen!. This procedure leads
to a surface energy profile which is qualitatively indisti
guishable from the stress profiles in Figs. 2 and 3, includ
the local maxima seen along the~110! direction in Fig. 3~a!.

Since the stress curves nearly coincide for the 3, 6, an
dot layer cases, we conclude that the fourth or higher lay
below the surface do not significantly influence the surfa
stresses. It also implies that the stress field of the individ

-
FIG. 2. Contour plot of the surface stress fields for a single

embedded quantum dot layer. Contours are evenly spaced e
109 erg/cm3, from 213109 erg/cm3 to 303109 erg/cm3.
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FIG. 3. Surface stresss along the~110! and

(11̄0) directions for 1, 2, 3, and 6 quantum do
layers.
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dots decays rapidly, in particular a comparison of the diff
ent curves implies an approximater 23 decay. This fast de-
cay also accounts for the result that the elastic stress d
bution on the surface is almost the same for the one, two,
three dot layer systems, a result which has an important c
sequence on island nucleation. Namely, the preferred nu
ation sites will lie directly above centers of the upperm
capped dots, provided that the vertical separation betw
consecutive island layers is small. As this vertical separa
between dot layers is increased, the fast decay of the
induced stress field means that the stress minima on the
face will become less pronounced, so that islands may b
to nucleate elsewhere, and not necessarily above the un
lying ~deeply embedded! dots.

The nucleation properties of the dots are primarily go
erned by the elastic stress distribution on the surface, so
in addition to the accurate results obtained by our MD sim
lations, it is also of great importance to determine how w
the stress fields can be approximated by simple ana
models. Using linear elasticity theory, Ref. 6 consider
pointlike islands, or equivalently force dipoles, to model t
stress distribution in two dimensions. In the following, w
try to approximate the surface stress field of a single emb
ded quantum dot layer by that of a corresponding force
pole layer.

The stress field@s f d(x,y,L)5sxx
f d1syy

f d# on the surface
induced by a force-dipole buried atx50,y50,z52z0 in
three dimensions is given by22

s f d5
P

R3 H 12
3

R2 F424n

428n
~x21y2!2

8nz0
2

428nG J , ~2!

whereP is the strength of the dipole,~x,y! denotes the posi
tion on the surface,R5(x21y21z0

2)1/2, and n50.218 is
Poisson’s ratio for the Si embedding matrix.

To calculate the stress field distribution on the surface
have to sum up the contribution of Eq.~2! over all the buried
force-dipoles that form a two dimensional square lattice w
lattice constantL, i.e.,
-
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s tot
f d ~x,y!5 (

i 52`

1`

(
j 52`

1`

s f d~x2 iL ,y2 jL ,z0!1s tot
0 . ~3!

The terms tot
0 accounts for the homogeneous misfit stre

present in the compressed Ge surface layer.
Sinces f d is radially symmetric, we compares tot

f d (x,x) to

our MD stresses averaged for the~110! and (11̄0) direc-
tions, i.e., we try to find the best agreement betwe
s tot

f d (x,x) and

s tot
MD~x,x!51/2$sxx

MD~x,x!1sxx
MD~x,2x!

1syy
MD~x,x!1syy

MD~x,2x!%.

Equation ~3! contains three unknown parameters:s tot
0 , P,

and z0 . We require thats tot
0 528.6923109 erg/cm3, the

value found by a MD simulation for a system with no em
bedded dots. We also require that the averages ofs tot

f d and

FIG. 4. Comparison between the MD surface stress~s tot
MD , solid

line! and the force dipole approximation~s tot
f d , dashed line! for a

single embedded quantum dot layer.
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s tot
MD are equal, providing a relationship betweenP and z0 .

Consequently, we are left with a single adjustable param
z0 which is varied to fits tot

f d to the ‘‘experimental’’ s tot
MD

curve. The best fit~shown in Fig. 4! was obtained forz0
51.2H55.4 nm andP51.772310210erg. It is not surpris-
ing that z0.H for the optimal fit, since the embedded do
are extended objects that stretch the stress field in both h
zontal directions. The fit is quite good, considering that
diamond lattice-induced anisotropy is beyond the scope
this simple force-dipole model.

In summary, by making use of large-scale MD techniqu
we have determined the stress distribution on the surface
a Ge/Si quantum dot superlattice. Our results demonst
that the stress is minimal directly above the uppermost b
ied dot, decaying rapidly (r 23) with the depth of the dot.
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This supports the experimental observation that vertical
dering can be dramatically improved by decreasing the c
ping layer thickness. We also compared the MD stress
tribution with the analytic force-dipole solution and foun
good agreement. Thus, to model the elastic properties
these systems and consequently study the nucleation an
dering properties of the dots, it is sufficient to use the co
tinuum elasticity force-dipole approximation.
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